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AUGUSTUS’ RES GESTAE
AND THE EMERGING PRINCIPATE
MICHAEL PEACHIN
This paper seeks to expand upon, though only slightly, certain conclusions already
suggested by others regarding Augustus’ Res Gestae.1 The modest addition offered
here is not, however, without significance. It is perhaps also the case that the
arguments about to be made (where the potential repercussions of an inscribed text
are crucially at stake) would have intrigued Géza. In the hope that it might have
been so, let me then offer a few remarks concerning the queen of Latin inscriptions,
keeping all the while in mind the princeps of Latin epigraphy.
Before saying anything else, it is well worth remarking that we nowadays are in
very good shape with respect to this document. Two excellent books and two
splendid editions with commentaries – these being merely the most obvious places
to begin – have worked wonders of clarification.2 It has also just become apparent
that we have fragments, in Greek, from Sardis. Realization that the document was
inscribed there too helps us toward resolution of several longstanding debates about
the Res Gestae.3
Returning to the present contribution, it must be said that the point which lies at
the heart of everything about to be suggested has been admirably expounded quite
recently by John Scheid. For as he cogently argues, there is really only one way in
which the Res Gestae, as a piece of writing, can seamlessly be perceived to have
functioned as a unified whole. It must be apprehended as a sort of constitution for
the newly forming imperial system of government:4
1

For as Ridley 2003, xi points out, “…most matters raised [concerning the Res Gestae] have already
been seen by someone else.”
2
Monographs: Ramage 1987; Ridley 2003 (which, n.b., includes commentary on most of the RG).
Editions with commentary: Scheid 2007; Cooley 2009. Likewise valuable is Belloni 1987. For the Ancyra
text, see also now the presentation by Mitchell – French 2012, 66-138. Further to be noted is the
overview, Ridley 2011. And for discussion of a broader conceptual context, into which the Res Gestae
should be fit, see Lowrie 2009, 279-308.
3
See Thonemann 2012. I thank Werner Eck for drawing my attention to this article, which I had not
yet come upon. The new fragments work, for example, toward vindicating the supposition that the Res
Gestae was widely inscribed around the empire, this having been argued long ago and forcefully by,
among others, Weber 1936, 111-113.
4
Scheid 2007, lii-liii, with the preceding pages laying the groundwork for this conclusion. For the
point made by Heuss, to which Scheid (just below) refers, see Heuss 1975, 70. Ramage 1987, 111 had
already proposed the constitutional argument: “He [Augustus] was out to describe in a clear, succinct
manner the new form of government, the principate, that he had established at Rome.” Indeed, Ramage’s
entire book serves, in large part, to support precisely this point. Also Schönbauer 1946, 106-112, for
example, had come roughly to this conclusion, as had Fears 1977, 190; and, Guizzi 1996, 203 is likewise
to this effect (furthermore stressing exemplarity, on which there will be more below). Roughly to the
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La forme historique et autobiographique des Res Gestae est donc
trompeuse. Par le récit de sa carrière politique et de tous les
bienfaits qu’il a prodigués au people romain, August décrit la forme
abstraite du pouvoir qui a été le sien, et en conséquence son modèle
du principat. Les Res Gestae ne glorifient pas seulement les hauts
faits et les libéralités du prince qui sentait la mort approcher ou
venait de décéder. Même si elles ne nomment jamais les pouvoirs et
les actes décisifs de la naissance du régime augustéen, elles
présentent néanmoins comme une constitution générale du
principat, donnée sous forme de récit autobiographique, dans
lequel Auguste essaie, en s’appuyant sur son auctoritas
suprême, d’imposer à ses successeurs et aux Romains un
modèle de régime politique capable de survivre à sa mort sans
retomber dans les conflits politiques qui avaient déchiré Rome
depuis un siècle. Les Res Gestae sont un bilan politique à portée
constitutionnelle, que A. Heuss qualifie même, pour ce qui
concerne les chapitres relatifs aux provinces, de théorie de l’empire
romain. [I have added the emphasis.]
The small point I should like to add, then, is that Augustus, in his typically
idiosyncratic manner, effectively imposed this ‘constitution’ upon posterity not
merely via his auctoritas, but also by engaging several other interrelated, highly
suggestive, and quasi-statutory maneuvers. Thus, the feint to auctoritas becomes
part of a larger and significantly more compelling whole.
But again, so as to stress a crucial issue from the outset, this was a whole which
plainly was meant by Augustus to have the very distinct aura of being prescriptive.
That is, the Res Gestae was meant to exude, in certain ways, the feel of a binding act
of state, even though the text itself did not at all obviously take any accustomed
form of any such thing. The words, though, were not working unassisted, i.e.,
merely as a text; for Augustus also cannily recruited the physical manner in which
his composition was made public at Rome for this constitutional gambit.5 In short,
like so many things Augustan, the Res Gestae was in all of its aspects paradoxically

point, though then not developing the argument, is likewise Güven 1998, 30: “Neither a perfunctory
oratory nor a brazen show of power, the inscription was intended to ensure the continuity of empire
spawned and nurtured by Augustus.”
5
One might compare, in this regard, Meyer 2004, who demonstrates how a rather complex and
ritualized combination of factors ultimately endowed documents written on wooden tabulae with their
potency. The words – that is to say, the texts alone – were not, by themselves, sufficient to accomplish the
envisioned goal. Or, compare Lowrie 2009, 293-294, showing how the ritualized representation, in
various media, of Augustus’ auctoritas served to strengthen and perpetuate that attribute.
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sui generis. But precisely therein lay the great beauty and the sheer brilliance of its
potency.6
So, the essential argument will be that Augustus in certain ways manipulated his
Res Gestae in order to allow – and even to encourage, or to impel – its having been
perceived as a foundational and authoritative description, albeit a paradoxical one,
of a new imperial institution, namely, a formalized position as Princeps.7 It is
imperative, though, that we are immediately very clear as to what the elements of
the paradox involved here are, and as to just how the facets of this paradox might
have functioned. To that end, let us first consider the negative, as it were, side of
things. That is, let us first recall, though only very briefly, the manners in which
Augustus’ text appears – at least on one patently obvious understanding of the thing
– expressly not to be foundational, or imperious, or descriptive of some cohesive
new governmental position, or anything of the sort. Then, we can look anew, and in
much more detail, to see how Augustus reverses this meticulously crafted vision of
things with something entirely different.
To start with the most obvious, the Res Gestae abundantly demonstrates that its
author had created no new imperial office per se; there existed, rather, a lose-knit
aggregate of discrete republican or republican-like droits, privileges, and honors,
these having been awarded to a man who was ultimately a mere privatus. In accord
with this line of interpretation, Augustus emphasizes quite explicitly, for example,
the point that he never accepted any magistracy offered him which ran counter to
ancestral tradition (RG 6. 1), and he stresses the fact that he had no more potestas
than did any of his colleagues in any magistracy; for he exceeded other officials of
state in only one way, namely, with respect to his auctoritas (RG 34. 1). He is
careful to list individual republican, or republican-like prerogatives which were all
(at least in theory) formally and legally bestowed upon him: the position as triumvir
(RG 1. 4, 7. 1); the tribunicia potestas (RG 4. 4, 6. 2); oversight of Rome’s food
supply (RG 5. 2). And, Augustus is equally careful to mention the clearly, or
potentially, non-traditional positions which he saw fit to decline – or at least says
that he declined: the dictatorship (RG 5. 1); a perpetual consulship (RG 5. 3); a post
as curator legum et morum (RG 6. 1). In essence, then, the Res Gestae trumpets
loudly and clearly the great Augustan mystery: there was no emperor, even though
6

Richardson 2012, 207, though referring only to what Augustus wrote, makes the essential point quite
nicely: “Implication is the means by which Augustus presented himself in the Res Gestae…the Res
Gestae works by implication and thereby conceals (at least for a modern reader) as much as it tells.” Or,
again Scheid 2007, lii: “A. Heuss a souligné la tendance permanent d’Auguste à recourir à l’abstraction,
au point que l’historien d’aujourd’hui ne peut reconstituer les faits historiques qu’ à l’aide d’un
commentaire serré.” The reference is to Heuss 1975, 63.
7
As has often been pointed out, however, there was no one proper name or label applied to the new
governmental situation – or at least, not in any official sense. See, e.g., Eder 2005, 15. This fact must have
contributed significantly to the difficulty of perceiving Augustus’ position as a unified whole, i.e., as a
new governmental institution, which might then somehow be delineated. There will be more on this
below.
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all the things Augustus was and did, when taken together, could easily have made
him seem indeed much like an emperor. These are the essential lineaments of one
reading of this text, and they have long been manifest.
So, we have a text which coyly goads its audience to envisage nothing like a
newly forming, or formalized, monarchy. However, the manner in which the Res
Gestae was displayed to the public in Rome may well have provoked an entirely
different perception of this document and its message. Moreover, there are certain
elements of the text itself, which may have encouraged a reading precisely in line
with the character of the public display in the Campus Martius – in other words,
precisely at odds with the ‘republican’ reading just delineated. This combination of
moves in fact looks as if it were consummately crafted, so as to invoke, albeit with
exquisite subtlety, an official act of state whose core purpose was exactly to describe
an Augustan Principate as Rome’s new and binding form of (monarchic)
government. Therefore, let us now turn to these matters, the inscription first, and
then back to the text.
At Rome, the Res Gestae was exhibited on two tablets, these affixed to pillars
flanking the entrance to the familial mausoleum Augustus had raised.8 The overall
physical context of the Roman display thus looks prima facie to have been funereal,
and vigorously so. But then, the fact that the material of this presentation in the
Campus Martius was bronze must surely have worked to confuse the usual
expectations of a sepulchral ensemble; for it would have been extremely odd, at least
so far as I am aware, to encounter a funerary inscription produced in that medium
(i.e., as opposed to stone).9 Now, since it is inconceivable that Augustus blithely hit
upon this form of promulgation for this piece of writing in this context, we must

8

Tac. Ann. 16. 6 describes the placing of Poppaea Sabina’s ashes in what he calls the tumulus Iuliorum
– i.e., not merely Augustus’ tomb, but the family’s burial site. Cf. also von Hesberg 1996, 234 for the
various names applied in antiquity to this monument. Davies 2004, 102-119 is likewise interesting in this
context.
9
Eck forthcoming, for example, rehearses the various different types of bronze inscriptions extant, or
known to have existed. He does not mention sepulchral texts. Williamson 1987, 178 can refer to a very
few early Italian grave inscriptions in bronze, but ultimately argues that from the mid-Republic on, this
metal was used epigraphically to promulgate religious and legal texts. Another issue is perhaps worth
brief mention here. Is it significant that the Res Gestae was presented on bronze at Rome, but on stone in
the East? Eck forthcoming will demonstrate forcefully that we should not expect documents to have been
inscribed on bronze in the East, where marble was the preferred medium. But, as he also points out, there
were times when the decision was taken to function with bronze, also in the East. Cf. also in this regard
Jones 2006, 151. Thus, as Caballos Rufino 2008, 442 has argued, the fact that the Res Gestae was not cut
in bronze in the East must at least tell us that Rome made no specific request of the Hellenes for such an
inscription. Cf. also Cooley 2007, 205-207, and Cooley 2012, 162-171 on local initiative, rather than
direction from Rome, having most often occasioned the inscribing of official documents in the East. Still,
it is worth noting that Haensch 2009, 176-177 points to the dearth of inscriptions bearing official
communications in the eastern regions of Asia Minor. He then suggests that there may have been in those
areas a more extensive habit of cutting such texts in bronze, and that the habit of destroying such
monuments for the sake of the metal may have deprived us of those documents.
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attentively consider the potential implications of the choice to inscribe in bronze at
the mausoleum.10
Augustus, as Géza so brilliantly showed us, was especially keen on inscriptions
which employed letters of bronze; for these served to mirror and to memorialize, in
appropriately splendid fashion, the aurea aetas, which the first Princeps had brought
about.11 Perhaps, then, it was only fitting that the inscription relating his
accomplishments and adorning his (and his family’s) burial site should appear in this
material – even while the inscriptions recording the other family members buried
there were on stone. In any case, that Augustus’ epitaph (let us call it that for now)
should be a golden idiosyncrasy need hardly detain us. That said, I can see no reason
to assume that his burial monument will have doggedly proclaimed, in either text or
context, but one simple message.12 In other words, we can readily assume that the
Res Gestae, in bronze, standing before the mausoleum, must surely have participated
in the declaration and memorialization of Augustus’ stupendous deeds, and of the
new golden age ushered in by those accomplishments; however, there was arguably
more to this manifestation of the text than that.
Let us us therefore take a step back, so as to contemplate another impression
almost certain to have been made on the ancient spectator by this particular
monument. The person approaching the mausoleum will have been able to make out
two large bronze tablets covered in writing, these framing the tomb’s entrance; and
as we know from the Tabula Siarensis, our visitor to the Campus Martius will also
have seen (at least) two governmental decrees (senatus consulta) inscribed on
bronze plaques, which apparently stood somewhere in close proximity to the tablets
displaying the Res Gestae.13 Indeed, the presence of multiple large-format bronze
inscriptions, like this display of the Res Gestae and presumably these two senatus
consulta, must straight away have conjured images of other public locations, where
senatorial decrees, decisions of the people, treaties, and the like, all inscribed on
bronze tablets, were posted up for viewing.14 It is natural to imagine, therefore, that
another, equally forceful first impression generated in any Roman viewer by this

10

This particular point, and its potential resonances, have not heretofore, so far as I can tell, been
teased out sufficiently. However, see below n. 15. Lowrie 2009, 304 points out that the Res Gestae “…is
either strangely blind to or canny about its status as an inscription.” The argument here will be for the
latter.
11
See: Alföldy 1990, 68-74; Alföldy 1991, esp. 297-299, 320-321.
12
Cf. Davies 2004, 49 (and passim) on the multivalency in the entire design of Augustus’ burial
complex in the Campus Martius.
13
Regarding the impressive size of the inscribed Res Gestae, perhaps 10 square meters altogether, see
von Hesberg 1988, 32. The accompanying tablets were those which promulgated the senatus consulta
announcing funerary honors for Gaius and Lucius Caesar; they were located prope eum [tumulum]. See
Tab. Siar. frg. B, col. I, lines 5-7 (Crawford 1996, 516; Sánchez-Ostiz 1999, 60, with his comments at pp.
202-205).
14
For example, on the Capitoline, as Suetonius reports: Suet.,Vesp. 8. 5.
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epigraphic manifestation of the Res Gestae will have been that of an inscribed
governmental proclamation (of some sort).15
So, while the placement, with the gigantic mausoleum looming as backdrop, will
instantly and loudly have heralded a funerary text (of some sort), the physical
medium of this epigraphic display must have called to mind, first, foremost, and
quite vigorously, a promulgated act of state (again, of some sort).16 And yet, upon
closer examination – that is, if our hypothetical passerby stopped to read this text, or
to hear it read – both of these initial impressions are likely to have withered, or at
least to have become perplexingly muddled.17 For it will quickly have dawned upon
this wayfarer that the document confronting him was neither a typical law nor a
usual funerary inscription.
Be this all as it may, it is ultimately difficult to imagine that such a heavily
freighted evocation of a statutory document was merely fortuitous. Augustus can
hardly have failed to contemplate the possible implication(s) attaching to a bronze
tablet as the medium for transmitting his Res Gestae. It is equally unlikely that this
maneuver will have gone unnoticed by passers-by, or, for that matter, that the
legalistic impression left by this artifice did not linger with them. In short, Augustus
must be assumed to have known just exactly what he was doing here, and to have
gauged unerringly, as he seems nearly always to have done, his audience’s
presumptive reaction.18
15

Cooley 2009, 3 makes essentially this point, though only in passing. Moreover, she connects the
employ of an inscription in bronze with the matter of Augustus’ exemplarity, which is crucial to the
present argument, and will be discussed momentarily. In any case, she puts things thus: “The use of
bronze set the RGDA on a par with Roman legal and other important official documents, and evoked
ideals of sacrosanctity and durability. By choosing bronze, Augustus was implicitly elevating his account
of his achievements, evoking the moral authority usually enjoyed by texts inscribed on bronze, in
accordance with his ambition to act as a role model for the rest of society.” Cooley also cites here Nissen
1886, 482-484, who had already made the point that a bronze tablet was reminiscent of the type
monument usually devoted to publishing formal acts of state, though he did not pursue further this line of
reasoning.
16
Eck (forthcoming) points out that there were very many, and many different kinds of inscriptions on
bronze to be seen in Rome; but, he nonetheless lays weight on the following: “Publicae constitutiones
and publication on metal, and that meant bronze, were melded into a single unit of thought in Rome.
Nothing else was conceivable. And this concept was transferred from the leges to other normative texts
such as senatus consulta and later decisions or letters of the Principes. The Lex Tappula, a parody of legal
codification, shows just how natural the concept was that a law had to be published on bronze; it too is
written on a bronze tablet.” Cf. also Crawford 1996, 25-26 to this effect.
17
Epitaphs frequently ask the passerby to stop, and to read what is written. Therefore, to the extent that
the first impression made by the Res Gestae was that of a funerary text, a Roman visitor to this site might
well have been inclined to investigate what was written there. On the reading of epitaphs by visitors to
burial sites, see Carroll 2006, 53-58.
18
Indeed, as Géza demonstrated, Augustus reveals precisely in his Res Gestae, that he was himself
extremely sensitive to the power and importance of inscribed texts. See Alföldy 1991, 306-310. With
regard to the probable audiences for the Res Gestae, beyond those who passed by the mausoleum and
experienced the inscription there, see Scheid 2007, xxxiv-xxxvi, lxiii-lxv. That is to say, the document
was also circulated, like other pieces of literature.
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In the end, our theoretical viewer will most likely have walked away from the
mausoleum and its inscribed text of the Res Gestae not knowing quite how to locate
this display in the cosmos of the epigraphy otherwise familiar to him. He will have
been left, we might suppose, with several different and potentially competing
impressions. However, one of his reactions must surely have involved the texts of
officially binding governmental acts, which were often inscribed on bronze tablets,
and set up in public places. As was his wont, Augustus had planted a seed, which
could be expected to grow, and somewhere down the line, to bear fruit.
At this point, it is worth giving even a bit more nuance to the kind of impression
presumably made on a Roman audience by a large inscription in bronze. Callie
Williamson some time ago described the complex of associations which a
monument of this sort will have generated. It is worth quoting her on this (though I
do so, n.b., in a rather fractured manner):19
… bronze tablets were monuments: long-enduring, ceremonial
displays of law [p. 165] … For Pliny [Ep. 8.6], bronze tablets
symbolized the decisions of powerful Roman institutions [p. 167] ...
We have the sense often that bronze tablet and legal document were
one and the same thing, in the perception of at least some Romans
[p. 170] … bronze tablets advertised authority and permanence;
these were conventional elements in the symbolism of bronze [p.
172] … Central to the Roman attitude toward bronze was the notion
of inviolability [p. 174] … bronze tablets were conventionally
considered sacred. They were objects intended for or belonging to,
and therefore protected by, the gods [p. 175] … In the late
Republic, law-makers may have had statutes published in order to
make them permanently binding or at least to make a show of
permanence: bronze held a symbolic guarantee of inviolability [p.
177] … the Romans traditionally used bronze for the publication of
religious and legal texts [p. 178] … Bronze tablets were
monuments, exalting the power and authority of the Romans’
political institutions [p. 180]
So, by displaying his Res Gestae at Rome in aes incisae, Augustus will cunningly
have insinuated a whole series of affiliated perceptions into the minds of those, who
stopped to take in this monument: a law or statute, institutionally decreed, binding,
inviolable, sacred, and permanent. This was hardly an innocuous display.20
19

Williamson 1987. It should be noted that in quoting Williamson’s arguments here, I have chosen not
to include some of the qualifying language she in fact uses. Thus, I have made her arguments appear to be
less refined than they actually are.
20
For some interesting comments, generally, on how the Res Gestae will have been read, or perceived,
see Slater 2008.
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Keeping that all in mind, let us now return to the words of the Res Gestae. For
here, I think, a parallel argument can be made, namely, that Augustus formulated,
though again, in his typically complex and allusive (indeed, often elusive) fashion,
precisely a quasi-statutory injunction to posterity. That is to say, with this document
he indeed tenders, though in a markedly subtle, highly innovative, and wholly
idiosyncratic fashion, a kind of pronouncement which was in some ways similar to
those frequently appearing in public places and inscribed on bronze tablets – that is,
binding acts of government. And he does this in spite of the impression equally
(indeed, perhaps primarily) conjured by the Res Gestae, which moves in just exactly
the opposite direction (as outlined above).
Augustus’ strategy in this regard involves several elements. However, he writes
one thing which is particularly crucial. It is best to begin there. The statement in
question comes at RG 8. 5:21
Legibus novi[s] m[e auctore l]atis m[ulta e]xempla maiorum
exolescentia iam ex nostro [saecul]o red[uxi et ipse] multarum
rer[um exe]mpla imitanda pos[teris tradidi].
By having new laws passed, which were proposed by me, I
reinstated many examples of our elders, which were already dying
off in our era, and I myself have bequeathed examples of many
things, which should be imitated, to future generations.
Εἰσαγαγὼν/καινοὺς/ν)Aους/πολλὰ/ἤδη/τῶν/ἀρχαXων/ἐθῶν/
καταλυ)Aενα/ διωρθωσ8Aην/ καὶ/ αὐτὸς/ πολλῶν/
πραγA8των/AεXAηAα/ἐAαυτὸν/τοῖς/AετGπειτα/παρGδωκα./
By introducing new laws, I rehabilitated many of the ancient
customs, which were currently falling into desuetude, and I offered
myself as an exemplar of many things to future generations.
In the present context, we must confront the potential meaning of two particular
elements in this sentence. First, Augustus says that he handed down “examples of
many things, which should be imitated.” But, what (or where) exactly are the
examples, and what are the many things, of which the exempla are representative?
Secondly, these exempla are to be imitated by individuals denominated as posteri.
Who, conceivably, is intended here?
As for the examples of many things, the modern tendency has been to lay weight
on the subject matter immediately preceding this sentence, namely, census taking.
21

The texts produced here, both Latin and Greek, are those by Scheid 2007. Concerning the Greek
translation, see Scheid 2007, xxix-xxx, or now Cooley 2012, 172-175. See also the comments by Lowrie
2009, esp. 302-303. Moreover, the new Sardis fragment seemingly demonstrates that the various
translations into Greek were carried out locally. See Thonemann 2012, 287-288. For the supposition of
one approved Greek version for all Galatia, see Cooley 2012, 178-179.
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By perceiving that as directly conditioning the assertions made in our sentence, the
exempla imitanda passed down by Augustus can then be yoked to his marriage
legislation and/or to a broad moral revival caused by his legislation and policy just
generally.22 However, what seems to me the best discussion of this passage, namely,
that by Ridley, while revealing an in fact utterly baffling range of modern
suggestions about the nature of these exempla imitanda, ultimately extracts from the
interpretative farrago a solution, which moves compellingly in what must be the
right direction: “The conclusion to be drawn is not surprising. Despite Augustus’
own vagueness, the exempla may be Augustus himself (notably his clupeus), his
manifold legislation and reforms, and his drawing on the past (most notably in his
forum).”23 Furthermore, it is to be noted (precisely as Ridley does) that the Greek
translator at Ancyra understood Augustus himself to be the paradigm, given that he
converts the Latin thus: “I offered myself as an exemplar of many things to future
generations.” In short, it seems to me that we ought to – or at least, that we most
certainly can – understand the following. By means of laws, including but most
likely not limited to the marriage legislation, Augustus had restored many exempla
maiorum. Working from that foundation, he himself provided, for those, whom he
labels posteri, examples of many things, which were to be imitated. We can thus
reasonably envision Augustus either as the author of many exempla, or, with the
Ancyra translator, as himself the exemplar par excellence. But either way, it seems
to me effectively impossible to escape the conclusion that the exempla imitanda
have very largely (though surely not exhaustively) been gathered together by
Augustus in this document, the Res Gestae. In sum, arguably everything which he
here describes himself to have done (once his power was consolidated) was “to be
imitated.” The pressure being exerted by such a proclamation should not be
underestimated.
That brings us, though, to the posteri; for these are the individuals who are
enjoined to emulate their leader. Now, the most natural, or neutral, or obvious
understanding here is ‘posterity’, i.e., subsequent generations of Romans altogether
– as translated above.24 This indeed rounds out nicely the thought of the sentence. In
other words, Augustus functions impressively as the lynchpin, connecting weighty
exempla from the past to similar ones for the future. And of course, the Greek
translator at Ancyra took the Latin in exactly this fashion; Augustus was speaking
τοῖς/AετGπειτα. However, let us not forget that this text was located, at Rome, in a
22

So, for example: Mommsen 1883, 40 (moral legislation); Gagé 1950, 87 (moral/marriage
legislation); Brunt – Moore 1967, 52 (moral legislation); Belloni 1987, 87-90 (moral/marriage
legislation); Crook 1996, 133 (marriage legislation); Scheid 2007, 41 (marriage legislation); Cooley 2009,
143-144 (moral/marriage legislation).
23
See Ridley 2003, 110-112, with the quotation on the last page.
24
See, e.g.: Brunt – Moore 1967, 23, “to posterity for their imitation;” Chisholm – Ferguson 1981, 5,
“for imitation by posterity;” Ridley 2003, 109, “for the imitation of posterity;” Scheid 2007, 9, “à la
postérité ... à imiter;” Cooley 2009, 66, “to later generations … for them to imitate.”
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blatantly funeral context, namely, the burial site of Augustus and (according to his
intention) of his family. With that in mind, it is well likewise to remember that
Roman mortuary practice very often had cause to mention, and to do so in an
absolutely formulaic manner, the posteri. These were the eventual descendants of
the deceased, for whom the burial spot was also reserved.25 So, perhaps I now overinterpret; nonetheless, might we be justified in sensing here an oblique nod not
merely to ‘future generations of Romans,’ but (also) to Augustus’ own posteri, i.e.,
to the descendants in his own family? In so far as he was luring one to think along
these lines, then we know just exactly who these posteri were: Tiberius and Livia in
the first degree; Drusus, Germanicus, and the latter’s three sons (Nero, Drusus, and
Gaius) in the second degree; and, in the third degree, many relatives and friends.26 In
other words, Augustus’ familial posteri, and in particular the males in the first and
second degrees as designated in his testament, and who, as far as he could know,
would also be buried in this mausoleum, were simultaneously the potential heirs to
the throne. Moreover, as Edward Champlin has cogently pointed out, the Res Gestae
itself played a dynamic testamentary role for Augustus:27
[W]e are so astonished by the content of the Res Gestae that we
forget that in form it was precisely an inscription designed to be
attached to the already constructed tomb, and as such strictly
comparable to the elaborate fantasies of a Trimalchio or to
thousands of sober cursus epitaphs … In short, it was not merely
Augustus’ political testament, it was literally a part of his last will
and testament.
Now, it obviously cannot be argued that the posteri in RG 8 simply are Tiberius,
Germanicus, et al. For clearly, posteri are not exactly the same as heredes, or
legatarii; nor is tradere exactly the same as instituere, or legare. Nor, for that
matter, is the Res Gestae, properly speaking, Augustus’ testament; rather, just as
Champlin points out, it was a part of the man’s testamentary arrangements. We are

25

Just two utterly typical examples: ILS 7856, et sibi et suis fecerunt posterisq(ue) eorum; ILS 7898b,
libertis libertab(us)q(ue) posterisque eorum. In such inscriptions, of course, the posteri are only distantly
associated with the deceased. But, see the following footnote in this regard.
26
See Suet., Aug. 101, 2-3. On Augustus’ testament, see Champlin 1989, and cf. also the comments to
Dio’s account by Swan 2004, 309-316. It should be noted that the expression posteri can sometimes refer
to all of one’s descendants (e.g., in a tabula patronatus dated to 12 BC, where the people of the pagus
Gurzensis in Africa proconsularis establish hospitium with the proconsul L. Domitius Ahenobarbus –
eumque et poster{e}is eius), but can also sometimes indicate specifically one’s more distant descendentes
(e.g., another tabula of this sort, where the civitas Themetra ex Africa, in AD 27, establishes hospitium
with one C. Silius Aviola – [eu]m liberos posterosque eius). In other words, there is some ambiguity
involved, when a Roman uses the word posteri to refer to his descendants.
27
Champlin 1989, 164.
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dealing, therefore, not with sameness, but with allusion. However, to say that is to
say quite precisely that we are dealing with Augustus’ stock in trade.
In sum, it seems to me perfectly possible also to understand the inheritors of
these exempla imitanda to be, and perhaps even first and foremost to be, Augustus’
sons and grandsons, and thereafter, their descendants – i.e., his own posteri. But of
course, in the case of this ‘testament’ and this tomb, the familial descendants in
question happened to be Rome’s first imperial dynasty. Therefore, another perfectly
plausible (or parallel) reading of this sentence has Augustus producing via his Res
Gestae a handbook, so to speak, full of exempla imitanda for future generations of
Roman emperors – who are equally his familial and his institutional posteri.28 That
said, if we are to grasp the full force of this insinuation, it is crucial that we go a bit
further, and place Augustus’ dictum in the broader context of Roman thinking about
exemplarity. For it is not only the word imitanda, which lends a prescriptive force to
Augustus’ move here.
Now, since I have elsewhere made a more thoroughgoing argument for the
following, I shall here merely sketch the most important aspects of that exposition.29
Both during the Republic, and then over the course of the early imperial period,
exemplary behavior could and often did function in what was, at least in Roman
terms, a formally binding fashion – and this both in the quotidian lives of privati,
and with respect to the activities of those properly engaged as officials of state. In
other words, a relevant exemplum, when correctly adduced or exploited, could
potentially exert compulsory force on a par with that of a law. Now, it is perfectly
clear that Augustus employed statutes (laws passed by popular vote, declarations of
the senate, his own edicts) – in other words, the kinds of act we would immediately
understand as involving formally binding force – to accomplish many of his imperial
aims. On the other hand, it is equally clear that he could not possibly have hoped to
use a lex, or a senatus consultum, or an imperial edict for the purpose of cementing
comprehensively, and explicitly, the position he was fashioning for himself; for that
would have proclaimed far too plainly the thing he was intent upon finessing.30
28

Ramage 1987, 111-115 is, to my taste, outstanding on all of this, concluding that the Res Gestae was
meant to demonstrate how the new system of government was to function, that exemplary actions were
intended to play a major role in this, and that Augustus’ most immediate concern was to supply direction
for his immediate successor, namely, Tiberius.
29
See Peachin 2007. Additionally on the potentially normative power of (esp.) new exempla during the
republican period, note Sandberg 2001, 28: “Many exempla in fact represented a break of tradition, but
nonetheless were normative.” Cf. also the Tacitean formulation (referring to the period just after
Pompey’s dominance), continua per viginti annos discordia, non mos, non ius (Tac. Ann. 3.28.1).
30
And n.b.: In the sentence handled above, Augustus says that he will restore venerable exempla by
engaging the tool of laws, thus seemingly placing leges in a position secondary to that held by exempla.
Indeed, we might think of the relationship between lex and exemplum, as this is framed in the Res Gestae,
in terms of the relationship between potestas and auctoritas, as this is interpreted by Lowrie 2009, 285:
“Potestas supplements auctoritas; it is the formality added to real power that makes what is real official,
but conversely auctoritas permeates potestas and holding offices certainly increased a man’s authority.
Augustus presents the two as operating independently, but as complements.”
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That notwithstanding, Augustus needed somehow to provide guidance for those
who would come after, lest the construction he so assiduously had fashioned should
crumble for simple lack of an appropriate understanding of how it had been formed,
or of how it was intended to operate upon his demise. Moreover, I would argue that,
as so often, Augustus could mandate this kind of thing only (though also, perhaps,
best) via suggestion. Any explicit statement of any kind would have been anathema
to the whole project. Therefore, for this particular purpose, he chose an obvious (and
highly efficacious) tool, namely, the exemplum. His Roman audience will neither
have missed, nor have misunderstood, this move. Indeed, his Roman audience
probably did not at all require this particular sentence in the Res Gestae so as to
comprehend plentifully that anything and everything said or done by Augustus
would have to be taken into account, would effectively henceforth be incumbent
upon holders of his statio whenever comparable situations might arise. But to make
this point, even if only briefly and rather obliquely, surely could not hurt. And so, in
just the way he was wont to do, Augustus tellingly laid down the law about the
Principate; though it might easily have been felt, or even asserted, that he had done
nothing of the sort.31
Now, to make of himself (just as the Ancyran Greek translator of the Res Gestae
thought) and of his undertakings an expansive and notionally prescriptive exemplary
model for all posterity, as well as for his successors in the purple, is fine. Indeed,
there were many such exempla and exemplary figures from the Roman past, and
Augustus himself paraded a host of these in the context of his forum.32 Nonetheless,
the maneuver of listing his own exemplary undertakings in a unified composition,
while forceful, did not, by itself and without further ado, bind these various res
gestae into something manifestly recognizable as a newly formed (or forming)
imperial position, per se. That is, a concatenation of exemplary doings, even if they
were putatively binding, could not alone establish the notion that they definitively
belonged together, and as the definitive constituent parts of a more significant
whole, namely, a now coherent and monarchic Principate. However, there are other
places in the Res Gestae, where Augustus does coax his reader toward precisely
such a vision.
The most obvious such locus is the end of the document, where Augustus
pointedly emphasizes his auctoritas (RG 34. 3) and then the fact that he was named
pater patriae (RG 35.1). In the present context, there is only one point that need be
31

For thoughtful remarks on the manner in which Augustan precedent weighed upon Tiberius, see
Levick 1976, 82 ff. To the same effect, Woodman – Martin 1996, 417. Note further Cowan 2009. And, as
Wallace-Hadrill 1982, 43 has pointed out, Augustus set the example for all those, who would rule as
civiles principes.
32
On the forum, and the exemplary displays there, see Spannagel 1999. It is probably also worth noting
that Valerius Maximus would soon publish his Facta et dicta memorabilia – a compendium of about one
thousand exemplary stories. And as Weileder 1998, 32 points out, under Augustus (though also before
and after) exempla were the “Trägern des national römischen Geschichtsbildes, des nationalen
Selbstverständnisses und der Staatsideologie.”
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made about these two elements of his position in the Roman world. There was only
one person who possessed this particular level of auctoritas; and, as its possessor
makes clear, his authority or influence exceeded that of everyone else. In other
words, this auctoritas, by virtue of its uniqueness, gave a unifying quality of power
to Augustus’ position in the Roman world. His position as pater patriae worked
similarly. That is, he alone could be fashioned as a father to the whole Roman
community. The obvious result of that status, though ‘only’ in a symbolic way, was
to make him utterly dominant over and entirely responsible for the household of the
state.
Moreover, the author marks himself as princeps, three times. We are told that the
temple of Janus Quirinus was closed for only the third time since the foundation of
the city because worldwide peace had been achieved – when Augustus was first man
(RG 13: me princi[pe]). Next comes the information that the Pannonians had never,
prior to the time when Augustus was princeps (RG 30. 1: [a]nte me principem), been
introduced to a Roman army. Finally, in chapter 32, Augustus lists the various kings
who flocked to him as suppliants, or who sought friendship with the Romans from
him. He finishes off by saying that many foreign gentes experienced the fides of the
Roman people, when he was first in the state (RG 32. 3: me principe). Now, Cooley
provides an excellent note to RG 13 on the whole concept of Augustus as princeps,
and she concludes thus (Cooley 2009, 161):33
Augustus was perhaps drawing upon Greek philosophical theory via
Cicero’s De Republica in devising his conception of how to be a
princeps, but not in terms of inserting himself into a constitution.
The idea that Augustus was self-consciously fashioning a new
system of government is over-influenced by the hindsight of later
authors such as Tacitus and Dio Cassius.
It seems reasonable enough that a self-conscious attempt to fashion a new
government could not have been based on a station as princeps – or at least, most
certainly not on this alone. However, when this overarching ‘title’ is taken in
concert with the auctoritas, which this man alone wielded, and with the fact that the
same man was also pater patriae, a different picture begins to emerge.
For the present purposes, the important point is that even more than some
particular power (potestas), or powers, these three elements of Augustus’ place in
the Roman community, which he clearly emphasizes in the Res Gestae, provide a
sense of unity to all that Augustus does, in that each of these three facets of his
position provides him with some form or sense of an overwhelming authority vis à
vis everyone and everything else in the Roman world. In other words, if one takes
these three elements of his station together with the various other Augustan
33

The full background on the notion of a princeps is to be had from Wickert 1954 and Wickert 1974.
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maneuvers of a similar sort (but especially his domineering exemplarity, and the
‘publication’ of the Res Gestae at Rome in bronze), then all of a sudden, Augustus
can indeed seem to be inserting himself into something quite like a constitutional
position, to be fashioning an outline of a new unified form of government, and to be
implying that this whole concoction is of an effectively statutory and prescriptive
nature. There is one and only one princeps, one and only one pater patriae, whose
auctoritas is supreme, whose exemplarity is both implicitly and explicitly
preemptive; and all of this is published via an inscription in bronze, as if the words
expressing these matters were those belonging to a binding statutory enactment.
Finally, even at the risk of heaping Ossa on Pelion, one last detail merits
mention. It is imperative that we perceive the bronze inscription, which held the text
of the Res Gestae, both as an integral element of the mausoleum, and also in the
fuller context of Augustus’ entire burial complex in the Campus Martius.34 This has
been described with great insight by Penelope Davies, and it is worth rehearsing, in
very brief outline, several of her chief points.35 She highlights the sheer magnitude
of the mausoleum, presumably the tallest building of its day in Rome (p. 55); points
out that it was probably largely modeled on Alexander the Great’s Sema (pp. 61 ff.);
argues that the structure was multivalent, and hence, simultaneously worked as a
tomb and a war trophy (p. 67).36 The mausoleum was, furthermore, located close to
the tombs of other exemplary summi viri, who likewise had been interred in the
Campus – which surrounds Augustus’ burial monument with an atmosphere not
dissimilar to the one he had created in his forum (p. 139). In particular, though, the
placement in the Campus Martius served to link Augustus with Romulus, whose
transit to heaven had occurred very near to the Princeps’ burial site (pp. 139-140).
Ultimately then, the mausoleum, which worked as a visual compendium of
Augustus’ res gestae (pp. 63-64), served with its companion structures to cement the
aeternitas Augusti (p. 95), and thus to secure for Augustus’ successors their rightful
primacy in the state (pp. 172-173). In other words, the whole Campus Martius
complex put Augustus firmly into a long line of the greatest Romans, reminded his
people of the even greater things he had achieved, thus served to establish his
primacy, and thereupon helped to secure for his successors their proper (supreme)
34

Güven 1998, 30 and 40 makes the point: “It [the Res Gestae] becomes a textual monument in the
service of imperial ideology. The potency of the content stems precisely from monumental context, and
the inscription loses much of its meaning when read simply as a written text … Inscribed words and the
architecture on which they were inscribed operated as one visual code in the generation of the desired
narrative.” Or, as Slater 2008, 254 puts it, “While the text of the Res Gestae reaches back to the orality of
archaic tomb inscription and funerary oration, Augustus’ placement of it within his architectural and
topographical plan for Rome invites a particular performative experience, of hearing Augustus speak,
even as it constructs the imperial identity.” On the conjunction of text and monument, and how this lends
the text (even when not read) the power of the monument (and vice versa), see Lowrie 2009, 299.
35
See Davies 2004, who nicely works earlier scholarship on the Campus Martius complex into her own
contributions.
36
For a nice visual presentation of the stupendous size of the mausoleum, see Carroll 2006, 8.
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place in the Roman state. Overwhelming accomplishment and prescriptive
constitutionality, then, were trumpted loudly, and functioned in close harmony in the
Campus Martius, so as brilliantly to sustain and to propel an emergent dynastic
monarchy.37
Let us now draw all the threads together. Augustus composes a text which trots
out his res gestae. The document is, in other words, a compendium of his most
significant facta (and presumably, by implication, dicta). Thus, as any Roman will
spontaneously have grasped, we have here a collection of the man’s exemplary
accomplishments.38 In the course of this document, the author pointedly announces
that he bequeaths multarum rerum exempla imitanda posteris. Surely the lion’s
share (though presumably by no means all) of these exempla are comprised in the
document itself. By describing these examples as imitanda, Augustus effectively
carries coals to Newcastle; for in his republican past, as well as the imperial future,
any appropriate exemplum could perfectly naturally involve the prescriptive force of
a statute. Next, his exempla are loaded upon posteri – in other words, upon future
generations of Romans, or upon future emperors, or upon both, depending, one
might guess, upon the nature of the exemplum in question. And finally, the text
demonstrates forcefully that these are not merely a bunch of accomplishments
randomly strung together. Rather, they are to be understood as unified, in that they
were achieved by the (one) princeps, the (one) pater patriae, so that they were
imbued, as a coherent package, with his unique auctoritas. By reading this text in
this way, we are encouraged to see in it a prescriptive handbook, or blueprint, or
constitution for a new monarchic system of government.
This vision of the Res Gestae was augmented by its physical manifestation in
Rome. Augustus’ deeds were inscribed on bronze tablets, the medium which any
Roman inherently sensed to be the harbinger of a statutory, viz., a binding
pronouncement. Moreover, this epigraphic presentation also lent force to the sense
of a unity; in other words, here were the rules for the new position. This bronze
inscription, though, was likewise intimately associated with a brilliantly multivalent
burial complex. And so, the Res Gestae, in its role as some kind of funerary
monument, helped to proclaim for all eternity the grandeur of Augustus and his
family. It served, in other words, toward the establishment and the perpetuation of a
ruling dynasty. And it did this in the vicinity of the tombs of various other summi
viri. Thus, even if one did not bother to read the words, and thereby to know that
here were exempla imitanda, still the simple aspect of the bronze inscription,
37

Or, from a slightly different angle (Lowrie 2009, 300), “The text’s placement just outside the
Mausoleum emphasizes its role in defining Augustus after his death.” And of course, by defining
Augustus, the text is simultaneously defining the chief role he played during his life, namely, that of
Princeps.
38
For definitions of an exemplum, see (e.g.): Rhet. ad Heren. 4. 62, exemplum est alicuius facti aut
dicti praeteriti; or, and perhaps more telling in the present context, Quint., Inst. 5. 11. 6, exemplum, id est
rei gestae … commemoratio.
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standing before this monstrous tomb, in this sensationally evocative vicinity, will
have screamed for obeisance to whatever happened to be written there.
In the end, there can be no doubt that the Res Gestae was crafted as a protean
thing. But, if one were inclined, Menelaus-like, to grab ahold of this slippery
creature, and to make it stand still for a moment, so as to force it to be just one thing,
then at least one of the forms likely to have been assumed by Augustus’ Res Gestae,
in that fleeting static moment, will have been that of a prescriptive constitution for
the position he had so labored to create. By harnessing the power of rhetoric and
exemplarity to the power of the inscriptions and the monuments, Augustus placed a
tremendous burden of obligation upon those who would follow him as emperor. For
he had saddled them, in so far as this could at all be done in Rome, with a binding
constitution for the position as Princeps.39 What one of course did not know yet, was
just how far Augustus’ auctoritas might reach into the future, thus actually causing
his successors to abide by his facta et dicta, or in other words, to obey his exemplary
res gestae.40
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Cotton – Yakobson 2002, for example, argue that Augustus bequeathed equally a republican, a
quasi-republican, and an openly monarchist version of his statio to posterity. They find the monarchist
take (i.e., the one of most interest in the present context) to have been (p. 209) “…reflected in the
unrestrained adulation addressed to the ruler, in the quasi-divine homage paid to him, in the strenuous
cultivation of loyalty to the imperial family, and in the open expectation of hereditary succession.”
Obviously, the attempt here has aimed to add yet another layer to the monarchist confection. Nor ought
we forget that Suetonius attributes an edict (though of uncertain date) to Augustus, in which the first
Princeps announced precisely his desire to be remembered as optimi status auctor, and to bequeath to his
community, upon his death, abiding fundamenta rei publicae (Suet., Aug. 28. 2).
40
The conundrum was that once you created an exemplum, and set it on its way in the world,
controlling it became all but impossible. On this, see Lowrie 2007. And indeed, as things turned out,
Augustus could not absolutely control his own exemplarity into the future; for he would eventually, albeit
not often, be remembered among the Romans as a malum exemplum. See, e.g., Swan 2004, 14 n. 68. Or
note the nasty parody of Res Gestae 1-2 at Tac. Ann. 1.10.1-2, with the comments of Goodyear 1972,
159-160. For a panoramic vista of the later influence of Augustus, see Lyasse 2008. Ultimately, however,
the first princeps would have to face perhaps his sharpest (in every sense of the word) critic ever, namely,
Ronald Syme (1939, 2): “The rule of Augustus brought manifold blessings to Rome, Italy and the
provinces. Yet the new dispensation, or ‘novus status,’ was the work of fraud and bloodshed, based upon
the seizure of power and redistribution of property by a revolutionary leader. The happy outcome of the
Principate might be held to justify, or at least to palliate, the horrors of the Roman Revolution: hence the
danger of an indulgent estimate of the person and acts of Augustus.”
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